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A map p: X --f Y is said to be a covering map if for each y E Y, there 
is an open neighborhood U of y such that p-l(U) is the union of disjoint 
open sets, each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto U by p. 
Let T be a group of homeomorphisms on a space X. Then T is properly 
discontinuous if for each x E X there is an open neighborhood U of x 
such that U n t U = $3 for all t E T with t # 1. Let X/T denote the set of 
orbits (Tx; x E X}, let p: X --f X/T be the natural projection, and let 
X/T be topologized by declaring the projection p to be an identification. 
In [2, p. 871 it is shown that p is a covering projection if T is properly 
discontinuous; if X is connected and p is a covering projection, then T 
is properly discontinuous. However, KINOSHITA [l] gave an example 
which shows that X/T may not be Hausdorff even if X is a manifold; 
Kinoshita then gave necessary and sufficient conditions for T to be 
properly discontinuous and X/T to be Hausdorff when X is locally com- 
pact. In this paper we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
T to be properly discontinuous and X/T to be regular. Furthermore, 
it will be shown that the results of [1], insofar as they apply to X/T, 
are a natural consequence of the theorem of this paper. 
A set A C X is T-locally finite if, given x E X, there is a neighborhood 
N of x such that N n tA #g for at most finitely many t E T. The action 
of T on X is locally finite if each point of X has a T-locally finite neighbor- 
hood, and is fixed point free if no element of T except 1 has a fixed point. 
If T is properly discontinuous, then the action of T on X is fixed point 
free. 
Theorem : T is properly discontinuous and X/T is regular if and 
only if X is regular and the action of T on X is locally finite and fixed 
point free. 
Proof: Assume T is properly discontinuous and X/T is regular. 
Choose x E X and let U be a neighborhood of x such that U n tU= $3 
if tf 1. From the proof of theorem 7, [Z, p. 871, it follows that p\tU: 
tU -+ pU is a homeomorphism for each t E T. Since X/T is regular, choose 
an open neighborhood V of px such that r C p U and let N = (pi U)-I( 7). 
Then p-l(v) =p-1 (pN) = TN so that TN is closed. To see that N is 
T-locally finite, take y E X. If y $ TN, then X-TN is a neighborhood 
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of y which meets no tN. Otherwise y E TU, hence y E tU for some t E T. 
Then tU meets sN if and only if t =s. It follows that N is a closed T- 
locally finite neighborhood of x which is contained in U. This completes 
the first part of the proof. 
Assume the action of T on X is locally finite and fixed point free, and 
let x E X. Let U be a T-locally finite neighborhood of x. Choose a neighbor- 
hood W of x such that W C U and W n tU = $3 for t E T-F, where F 
is a finite subset of T. If t E F, t # 1, since T is fixed point free and X 
is Hausdorff, we may choose a neighborhood Wt of x such that Wt n t Wt = P, 
and Wt C W. Then the set N = n { Wt : t E F} is a neighborhood of x such 
that N n tN= 8, t # 1. Hence T is properly discontinuous. 
Since the action of T is locally finite, it is easy to see that the orbit 
Tx=p-l(px) is closed for each x E X so that X/T is T1. Let x E X and U 
be an open neighborhood of x. Choose a closed T-locally finite neighbor- 
hood N of x with N C U. Then since the collection {tN; t E T} is locally 
finite, TN is closed. Since TN C T U, we have PN C pU and since TN = 
=p-l(pN), pN i s a closed neighborhood of px, and X/T is regular. This 
completes the proof. 
Corollary 1: If X/T is regular and T is properly discontinuous, 
then for each compact C C X, the set T(C) =(t E T; C n tC# !3} is finite. 
Proof : Choose an open cover UI, . .., U, of C consisting of T-locally 
finite sets; then choose a cover VI, . . ., Pm of C such that Vt n tUj# P, for 
t E T-Ft, 1 c’j~n, where each Ft is finite. Then if t $ FI v . . . v Pm, we 
have C n tC=(d. Thus T(C) is finite. 
Corollary 2 : Let X be locally compact Hausdorff, let the action 
of T on X be fixed point free, and let T(C) be finite for each compact 
subset C of X. Then T is properly discontinuous and X/T is locally 
compact Hausdorff. 
Proof: Let x, y E X and U and V be compact neighborhoods of x 
and y respectively. Then T( U u V) is finite, hence U n t V # fl for at 
most finitely many t E T. This means that V is T-locally finite, and the 
action of T on X is locally finite. Corollary 2 now follows from the theorem. 
Note that corollaries 1 and 2 are essentially the results of KINOSHITA, [l]. 
It is not hard to show that if the action of T on X is locally finite and 
fixed point free, and if X/T is metrizable, then X is metrizable. Problem: 
Is the converse of this statement true? i.e. if the assumptions on T remain 
the same, does the metrizability of X imply the metrizability of X/T? 
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